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Shipping Software Category

Shipping software enables companies to streamline and coordinate

their outgoing shipments to consumers. Key functions include

comparative pricing on shipments, custom tracking and confirmation

alerts, and bulk printing and editing of shipment info. After a

shipment, the platform allows you to utilize templates and

photographic evidence to manage documentation and order returns.

These functionalities can help to improve and automate workflows

for future orders.

Shipping software solutions are different from transportation

management tools that are designed to optimize transportation

routes and loads, or supply chain programs, whose scope includes

the whole supply chain procedure. Due to its nature, shipping

software often integrates with fleet management applications and

e-commerce systems.
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Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology

The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking is based on
data from our customer reference platform, market presence,
web presence, & social presence as well as additional data
aggregated from online sources and media properties. Our
ranking engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report rankings.

The overall Customer Success ranking is a weighted average
based on 3 parts:

CONTENT SCORE

● Total # of vendor generated customer references (case studies,

success stories, testimonials, and customer videos)

● Customer reference rating score

● Year-over-year change in amount of customer references on

FeaturedCustomers platform

● Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers platform

● Total # of customer reference views on FeaturedCustomers

platform

MARKET PRESENCE SCORE

● Social media followers including LinkedIn, Twitter, & Facebook

● Vendor momentum based on web traffic and search trends

● Organic SEO key term rankings

● Company presence including # of press mentions

COMPANY SCORE

● Total # of employees (based on social media and public

resources)

● Year-over-year change in # of employees over past 12 months

● Glassdoor ranking

● Venture capital raised

Award Levels

MARKET LEADER

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with

substantial customer base & market

share. Leaders have the highest ratio of

customer success content, content

quality score, and social media presence

relative to company size.

TOP PERFORMER

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with

significant market presence and

resources and enough customer

reference content to validate their vision.

Top Performer's products are highly rated

by its customers but have not achieved

the customer base and scale of a Market

Leader.

RISING STAR

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that

does not have the market presence of

Market Leaders or Top Performers, but

understands where the market is going

and has disruptive technology. Rising

Stars have been around long enough to

establish momentum and a minimum

amount of customer reference content

along with a growing social presence.
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* Companies listed in alphabetical order

2021 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated Shipping Software based on the

FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.
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ABOUT ENDICIA

Endicia is a technology company
that helps businesses of any size
maximize the efficiency of their
shipping processes while reducing
shipping costs for lightweight
packages. Their years of shipping
experience and long-time
partnership with the U.S. Postal
Service enable them to provide the
easiest and most efficient way to
integrate low USPS rates into any
workflow while providing the
features and services necessary to
solve fulfillment and shipping
challenges. And, for businesses
that want to grow internationally,
they offer a global shipping and
carrier service especially designed
for lightweight packages – with
discounted rates and no minimum
volume requirements.
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Featured Testimonials

Endicia’s Label Server API has played a pivotal role in every shipment since we launched. As we
grow from hundreds of thousands of transactions to millions, I’m very happy to know we can
rely on Endicia for consistent uptime, scalability, and outstanding customer service.

MITCHELL SILVERMAN
FOUNDER, BOOKINS

With the thousands of details we worry about, we never worry about Endicia. That’s because its
services are easy-to-use and reliable. With Endicia’s customizable shipping options and
scalability, we’ve been able to keep up with a 261 percent sales jump resulting from our tie
conversion program.

DAVID MUTTER
CO-CEO, BEAU TIES

Our partnership with Endicia allows us to offer online sellers an easy way to
create USPS shipping labels. Endicia’s leadership and postal innovations
guarantee we’re providing our customers with top-notch shipping solutions.

BRIAN HODGSON
VICE PRESIDENT OF SALES AND MARKETING, OZ DEVELOPMENT, JULIAN BAKERY

Endicia’s automation accommodates our scalability and helps us identify the best
shipping option for customers. The time we save on shipping allows us to devote our
efforts to creating top-quality botanical and nutritional supplements.

CHRIS THORSEN
LOGISTICS MANAGER, NATURA HEALTH PRODUCTS

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT PITNEY BOWES

Pitney Bowes (NYSE:PBI) is a global
shipping and mailing company that
provides technology, logistics, and
financial services to more than 90
percent of the Fortune 500. Small
business, retail, enterprise, and
government clients around the
world rely on Pitney Bowes to
remove the complexity of sending
mail and parcels. For additional
information visit Pitney Bowes at
www.pitneybowes.com.
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Featured Testimonials

The SendPro C enables our business to simplify our sending in ways we never
thought possible. Now we can send, track and save, all from one solution,
without leaving our office.

HEATHER SAFLEY
SOUTHERN LEATHER COMPANY

We were surprised at how complex shipping can be. Pitney Bowes helped give
us a clear picture of how all of the elements come together for easy and
convenient shipping and tracking options for our customers.

REEM ELDERINY
DIRECTOR OF DISTRIBUTION, LOVEPOP

With Pitney Bowes’s guaranteed, upfront calculation of international shipping costs along with ShipCenter’s
LTL and U.S. domestic small parcel offering, Kickstarter creators can have control over their delivery
expenditures before packages even leave their hands. In addition, our solution provides Kickstarter creators
with a single source for all of their international and domestic shipments.

SEAN LYNCH
VICE PRESIDENT, SALES AND MARKETING, SHIPCENTER

SendSuite provides full visibility into our global shipping workflows and helps us optimize and streamline
our operations. We’ve gone from four day delays and never ending lines at our pick-up window, to an
average turnaround time of less than 2 hours. SendSuite is the perfect technology complement to our
physical transformation, which included redesigning our mail and package processing center and pick-up
window.

GEOFF LABE
DIRECTOR OF CONFERENCES, EVENTS AND CAMPUS CENTER SERVICES, HAVERFORD
COLLEGE

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT SHIPBOB

ShipBob is a privately held
technology company that offers
simple, fast, and affordable
fulfillment for e-commerce
businesses. As an end-to-end
fulfillment solution, ShipBob
provides warehousing and package
delivery in 1-2 business days, with
a network of fulfillment centers
across the US. ShipBob’s software
combines order and inventory
management, customer
communication, predictive
insights, and optimized shipping
for online merchants.
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Featured Testimonials

There were definitely cost savings in moving to ShipBob as the old 3PL charged us for every pick
fee, which added up. ShipBob has a simpler approach to pricing with several picks included
instead of charging every little fee, which helped us consolidate our logistics costs considerably.

TORII ROWE
COO & CO-FOUNDER, MANSSION

It was kind of like magic — my orders were imported into ShipBob from my Shopify Plus store
and started getting fulfilled right away. I didn’t have to do anything. And since then, we’ve grown
115% and experienced 2.5 times more order volume — all fulfilled by ShipBob.

NOEL CHURCHILL
OWNER & CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, RAINBOW OPTX

We definitely see benefits with ShipBob’s 2-day shipping capabilities. With
Amazon Prime and shoppers expecting 2-day shipping at this point, it’s
definitely being chosen when it’s offered on our store.

LINDSAY LOUISE
FULFILLMENT & RETAIL MANAGER, SYNCHRO

We’ve seen a spike in conversions since applying ShipBob’s 2-Day Express feature, which lets us
to stay ahead of the competition that offers similar products and is seen by our customers. Our
job is to drive traffic to our website and ShipBob’s 2-Day Express shipping is certainly an option
that a lot of our customers have taken advantage of and are very happy with.

MATT DRYFHOUT
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER & FOUNDER, BAKBLADE

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT SHIPHAWK

ShipHawk is a modern
transportation management
system (TMS) helping omnichannel
retailers, manufacturers and
distributors run data-driven,
automated supply chains.
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Featured Testimonials

Thanks to ShipHawk’s logistics automation technology, we’re able to get our product packed
and out the door in the most effective manner possible. This solution has improved our
margins, let us better utilize our employees’ time, and even helped the company grow.

ANTHONY THORN
DIRECTOR OF IT, JL MARINE

ShipHawk improved our vendor and client communication, decreased
shipping times, reduced administrative tasks, and increased visibility on
shipping analytics.

DIRECTOR, SHIPPING & LOGISTICS
PADDLE8

ShipHawk’s suite of tools and features enables us to reduce the cost and
time it takes to manage our freight shipping.

CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER
DOT&BO

ShipHawk is a game-changer for us. It eliminates the work we are doing
manually, and its pricing automation technology ensured we are getting the
best rate for our customers.

ELIZABETH BROWN
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, SOTHEBY'S HOME

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT SHIPMONK

ShipMonk is revolutionizing the
world of eCommerce by providing
multichannel fulfillment solutions
for today's global economy. By
combining advanced order,
inventory, and warehouse
management technology with
exemplary customer service, we're
able to facilitate next-level growth
for small to medium-sized
businesses. It's how we execute
the premise of our motto: "Stress
Less, Grow More."
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Featured Testimonials

I love ShipMonk’s UI design and functionality. My favorite feature is the ability to quickly see
inventory values at any point in time. I’ve referred several friends to ShipMonk - and, in fact, to
this day they are still clients. The reason is because I only refer people to the vendors and people
that I would trust with my own business.

NICHOLAS GALEKOVIC
FOUNDER, BEARD KING

ShipMonk has helped us grow in ways that would never be possible without their help.
Their expertise in every step of the fulfillment process – from inventory management to
packaging and shipping – has been, and continues to be, invaluable.

DORIAN WAGNER
FOUNDER, CATLADYBOX

We’ve used multiple different fulfillment partners and they all sucked. There were always issues and it was always top of
mind for me as a founder to check on the 3PL. ShipMonk is the first fulfillment partner I have trusted. Not having to focus
on fulfillment and overseeing a 3PL has allowed me to focus and scale my business like never before. We are saving a ton of
money, time, energy and effort by using ShipMonk, switching over to them was a blessing! I love ShipMonk!

TAYLOR OFFER
CO-FOUNDER, FEAT SOCKS

ShipMonk has been absolutely incredible to work with! They are available 24/7
to answer questions and have bent over backwards to help make our
customers happy. I couldn’t recommend them more highly.

KATHERINE KRUG
FOUNDER, BETTERBACK

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT SHIPSTATION

ShipStation is a web-based
software designed to help
eCommerce retailers process,
fulfill, and ship their orders from all
the most popular marketplaces
and shopping carts using all the
top carriers. Co-founded by Jason
Hodges and Byron Wier in 2011,
the Austin, TX based company has
since grown to include the amazing
people you see below. ShipStation
focuses on the customer and aims
to continue to build out the best
shipping software around.
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Featured Testimonials

The Shipstation + Logicbroker integration was smooth and everything worked.
Once integrated, all we had to do was click the EDI orders, print the label, and
we ship it. Everything else was done in the background for us.

JOHN BURKS
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, DEL HUTSON DESIGNS

ShipStation keeps everything in one place, makes splitting orders,
reshipping lost orders and everything else a breeze.

CHRIS BAIR
PRESIDENT & FOUNDER, KETO CHOW

After a quick import into ShipStation and a few bulk commands, hundreds of
prepaid labels, custom forms, and invoices were printed. It’s such a smart tool.

MATTHEW HOFFMAN
FOUNDER & CUSTODIAN, YOU ARE BEAUTIFUL

ShipStation’s robust platform has allowed for us manage, track, and
sort our orders into a format that allows for an efficient operation.

KEVIN BARRY
FOUNDER/COO/BELIEVER, FILTEREASY

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT SHIPPO

Shippo has built an API that makes
shipping cheap and easy for
e-commerce stores. Shippo makes
shipping cheap by aggregating the
shipping volume of their
customers and, thus, getting steep
discounts from shipping carriers,
which they pass on directly to their
small business customers. At the
moment, Shippo rates are up to
80% off retail prices. Shippo makes
shipping easy by providing one API
to connect online stores to all
relevant carriers. Shippo's
algorithm optimizes package
allocation across all available
shipping providers.
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Featured Testimonials

Shippo was incredibly easy to get up-and-running, especially with their
documentation and very responsive customer service.

WIN RAGUINI
CTO, VANGO ART

Shippo has taken the steps to make shipping streamlined, which is very
helpful. With Shippo, we can get into a flow, which bangs out labels at very
pleasing speeds.

BRIAN SCHEIBER
FOUNDER, PURELY ALPACA

I have Shippo integrated with my Square store. Shipping is so easy now.
I click a button, fill in box dims and weight, and print.

DEREK
SLACKERS BREWING CO.

Shippo is convenient and quick. It’s a few clicks and you’ve printed a
label and notified the customer of their tracking number.

ERIK POLUMBO
MINI MATERIALS

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT SHIPWELL

Shipwell is the first truly connected
shipping platform that makes it
possible for any business to ship
like Amazon. By integrating directly
with carriers covering hundreds of
thousands of trucks, they provide
real-time quoting, dispatch, and
tracking so you and your
customers get faster shipping with
better visibility at competitive
prices.
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Featured Testimonials

I am a massive fan of the platform. It is easy to use, has an intuitive design, and has saved us
both effort and more importantly, reduced our shipping costs. I can’t praise it highly enough.
Not only that, but at every point that we have had an issue, I have found our account manager
(Nick) and your FC Tyler, to be responsive and helpful, and that they take ownership of a
problem and see it through to completion.

BEN'S NATURAL HEALTH

The streamlining of Shipwell has dramatically improved everything, whether
it's getting trucks booked, getting them here, or the tracking knowledge of our
freight.

JASON CROSS
INVENTORY AND PROCESS IMPROVEMENT MANAGER, MMLJ

Reliable service, easy access to portal for regular updates on loads,
quick responses from Shipwell team, excellent customer service - overall
great people to work with.

FLAGSHIP FOOD GROUP

I have enjoyed working with Shipwell as I always get a quick response and the rates
work with our range for our industry. They are always on top of things, with delayed
trucks or replacing a truck they feel could not make it, which is huge for our company.

GREEN INNOVATIONS

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT STAMPS.COM

Stamps.com (NASDAQ: STMP) is
the leading provider of
Internet-based postage services to
a broad range of users, including
consumers, small businesses,
eCommerce shippers, enterprises,
and higher volume shippers.
Stamps.com's service enables
customers to print U.S. Postal
Service-approved postage using
only a computer, printer and an
Internet Connection, right from
their homes or offices.
Stamps.com made Forbes
magazine's "America's Best Small
Companies" list in 2013 and 2014.
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Featured Testimonials

Gone are the days when we had to guess the correct stamps denominations for our mailings
and make inconvenient trips to the Post Office. Using Stamps.com for my firm’s mailing and
shipping needs allows me to focus on our main objective – serving our clients.

JOHN RUSSO
PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, ARCHITECTURAL RESOURCE CONSULTANTS

No more bulky and expensive postage meters for us! With Stamps.com, I’m
confident that we’re not overpaying for postage. Our packages also look a lot
more professional.

SAMANTHA CONRAD
MANAGER, DRS DESIGNS

Now I don’t have to waste time standing by a postage meter machine. With
Stamps.com, I now have user-friendly software, simple digital scales, and
friendly customer service.

RAHAB KAMAU
CENTER MANAGER, U.S. HEALTHWORKS

With Stamps.com, I can now put on the correct amount of postage and I can see at a glance
what the difference in postage is. Just this morning, I mailed a flat envelope, which in the past I
would mail Priority Mail, but I saw that First Class was less expensive and would get there in the
same time.

MARGE OKABE
MO CONSULTING
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ABOUT EASYPOST

EasyPost is the missing API that
makes it quick and painless to
integrate shipping into your
application. Some of the biggest
names in retail rely on EasyPost to
ship faster, smarter and cheaper.
They manage the headaches
involved with dated carrier
technology so their customers can
focus on what makes their
business great. Integrate once with
EasyPost and seamlessly add
carriers, generate shipping labels,
track packages in near real-time
and insure your shipments.
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EasyPost has been instrumental in allowing us to consolidate all of our shipping methods under
one system. We are excited to use a technology provider that presents non-traditional delivery
options like AxleHire. EasyPost allows us to provide same-day delivery seamlessly.

ALLEN TIAN
YAMIBUY

EasyPost is great for customizations. We integrated EasyPost into the iOS application we use to organize all
production and shipping process in our printing facilities. Our employees now are able to ship packages
using just iOS-ready devices and a shipping label printer. So EasyPost has given us a remarkable flexibility
that ultimately helped us develop an advantage over competitors.

DAVIS SIKSNANS
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, PRINTFUL

EasyPost have been great partners in 3PL since Day One. Their strong, automation-focused
services mean we don’t have to think about daily shipping needs and where thinking is required,
they’ve got a team of courteous, helpful professionals standing behind those services for us. It’s
been an all-around pleasure working with them.

KEVIN WILLIAMSON
VICE PRESIDENT OF OPERATIONS, CODE&QUILL

As nationwide couriers working with multiple offices, we need easy to use and easy to implement
tools for working with and managing small parcel shipments. Working with EasyPost has
allowed us to have a competitive advantage because we have a best of breed solution that can
be interchanged with shipping partners with minimal or no coding resources.

SCOTT AVERBACH
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER/OWNER, EXPEDITED PASSPORTS & VISAS
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ABOUT EASYSHIP

Easyship is a technology company
that offers one-stop shipping
solutions to anyone looking to
grow their business. Integrated
with 100+ worldwide couriers,
Easyship provides rates discounted
by up to 70% and complete
visibility on international shipping
regulations, taxes and duties,
available couriers, and shipping
costs from one single account. The
user-friendly platform seamlessly
integrates with major online
marketplaces, providing an
all-in-one shipping management
tool from in-cart checkout to
delivery, allowing eCommerce
sellers to save time and money on
shipping. Go global in a matter of
minutes!
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Using Easyship has been the best decision we've made. We offer more
shipping options at lower prices and the automatic integration makes
workflow a breeze!

HERBOLAB

Prior to using Easyship, we would be unsure the best method to ship our international orders
for our customers. Now we've been able to easily compare great shipping rates with different
companies all in the one place - Thanks Easyship! It has really helped us keep our customers
happy with fast and reliable shipping services.

SHERAZ HUSSAIN
LOGISTICS LEAD, RACING THE PLANET

Everytime we receive an order from a country we've never shipped to, we are always 100% sure Easyship
has the best shipping solution for it. It has also been extremely helpful to see all the costs associated with
our orders such as import taxes and VAT so we don't get any nasty surprises. Easyship's definitely saved our
team from a lot of unwanted headaches and we would recommend them to anyone selling online!

VIVIAN FUNG
PR & MARKETING MANAGER, RUMI YOGA WEAR

Easyship is very helpful for my headphones e-commerce business. I used to spend a lot of time on preparing and
processing my orders. With Easyship, I can sync my order information from marketplaces and our own web store and
download all the labels and documents I need for shipping. Since I ship to a lot of customers in the US and overseas, I can
now offer express shipping options at reasonable prices, because Easyship rates are very competitive. The real time import
duty information is useful as well. I recommend Easyship to online business owners!

WILLIAM LEE
CO-FOUNDER, AUDIOHIP
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ABOUT LOGISTYX TECHNOLOGIES

Logistyx Technologies is the leader
in transportation management for
parcel shipping, providing an
unmatched global multi-carrier
network, predictive analytics and
full visibility into customer
deliveries. Thier software boosts
parcel shipping efficiencies and
other business KPIs for the world’s
top brands, manufacturers,
retailers and logistics providers.
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We’re seeing that the Logistyx shipping system is actually paying for
itself now, during our slowest season, so our ROI is even higher than
expected.

DON DAFOE
VICE PRESIDENT OF MARKETING AND IT, CRAFT SUPPLIES USA

The Logistyx transportation management system enables multi carrier management with functions such as
carrier selection, track and trace and integration with carriers that allow us to improve efficiency and reduce
our business costs together enabling us to improve our business offering, giving our clients end to end
visibility, and guaranteeing our place as one of the top logistics providers in the world.

NIELS TROOST
DB SCHENKER

Logistyx delivers real time label printing and shipment consolidation, adding
efficiency to the shipping process. Shipping labels are produced at the
packaging stage, process time is reduced and errors rarely occur as a result.

LOGISTICS COORDINATOR
CUMMINS

Logistyx gave us the flexibility to add new UPS services and bring FedEx into
the fold. With multicarrier options, including Mail Innovations and SmartPost,
we’re saving money and providing customers better delivery options.

JAKE PUTZLER
DIRECTOR OF IT, ROCKPOINT LOGISTICS
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ABOUT PARCELHUB

Parcelhub is a multi-carrier
shipping and eCommerce
customer services solution.
Flexible and scalable, it integrates
seamlessly with order
management systems, providing
hundreds of eCommerce and
wholesale businesses with one
access point to many of the largest
UK and international parcel
carriers. Multi-channel eCommerce
platforms are easily integrated and
dedicated pro-active parcel
management comes as standard.
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Parcelhub software has also increased our visibility of order numbers, postcode and tracking statuses, and helps us to
determine which products should be allocated which services, more accurately and correctly rather than over-costing to be
on the safe side (or cutting it short with a downgraded service and suffering negative feedback at the expense of the end
user). Parcelhub’s Web Despatch platform is also extremely useful for checking the most appropriate shipping service for
new items.

FIONA GILCHRIST
HEAD OF SYSTEMS, PREMIER HOUSEWARES

They provided me with free software that integrated with my sales channels; eBay, Amazon and BigCommerce, allowing me
to print all the labels and send a despatch confirmation to customers at the touch of a button. They even provided the
labels – all I had to do was fix them to my parcels! The most impressive part of the setup process was getting a visit from
David Ward-Webster, Implementation & IT Support, Parcelhub who took the time to guide us through how to process and
monitor shipments.

JANE GREEN
FOUNDER & MANAGING DIRECTOR, CAR AND VAN MATS

Our dedicated Account Manager has taken the time and trouble to understand our specific
shipping needs and has then worked with us to ensure that the most efficient and cost-effective
options are utilised. It is a hands-on relationship and we take great comfort from the fact that
help and advice is always just a phone call away.

COLIN WALTON
HOLCROS LTD

Prior to partnering with Parcelhub, we had to react to customer queries. By introducing Parcelhub software,
their SMART Notifications platform enables us to be more proactive with our customers’ delivery experience
and has resulted in strong positive feedback across our digital real estate; this is best demonstrated by our
99.9% feedback on eBay and 99% positive status on Amazon.

ADAM COULTHARD
BDLA MOTORBIKES
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ABOUT PROSHIP

ProShip, Inc. is the most trusted
global provider of automated
multi-carrier shipping software.
ProShip empowers its customers
to ship at lightning speeds, stay
carrier compliant 24/7/365 and
build stronger-than-ever customer
revenue streams. With over a
decade of enterprise experience in
the shipping and supply chain
industry, ProShip’s time-tested
technology and advanced
functionality continues to remain
unmatched. Customers who
choose ProShip, choose the
number one in speed, compliance,
reliability and experience. Go
beyond the box with ProShip.
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With ProShip Software, we now have rate visibility via rate shopping, allowing us to automate selection of
the fastest and cheapest way to ship every domestic and international order. As a Canada Post Expert
Partner, our clients trust our mailing knowledge and technical expertise, so finding a solution that will scale
with us as we grow was an important reason we chose ProShip as our shipping software solution.

RANDY YATES
PRESIDENT, HEMLOCK HARLING

ProShip shipping software has allowed us to scale our e-commerce fulfillment network within
our DC and ship-from-store network with ease. The flexibility and speed to rate and service [to]
shop multiple carriers instantaneously has allowed us to reliably ship 10’s of thousands of
packages daily through multiple channels.

CHRISTOPHER FALL
MANAGER OMNI FULFILLMENT & SUPPLY CHAIN OPTIMIZATION, PETCO

ProShip seemed to be the best solution for us in terms of its speed and
ability to stay compliant with carrier regulations.

JAKE VOGEL
VICE PRESIDENT OF OPERATIONS, FIFTH GEAR

Due to the flexibility, carrier selection and the ability to offer our customers integration options
for their e-commerce sites, we can actually handle all aspects of the e-commerce life cycle, both
the initial outbound shipment as well as any potential reverse logistics that may occur.

DOUG VARGA
SENIOR MANAGER, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, BARRETT DISTRIBUTION
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ABOUT SHIPPINGEASY

ShippingEasy provides the simplest
online shipping, inventory and
customer marketing app for online
sellers. Its cloud-based shipping
solution offers the cheapest USPS
postage rates and the ability to
plug in existing UPS/FedEx
accounts. ShippingEasy integrates
with leading marketplaces,
shopping carts, and ecommerce
platforms to allow order fulfillment
and tracking data to populate in
real time across all systems.
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I am very happy with ShippingEasy and their customer support. They make resolving third party
issues, such as those with QuickBooks, easy. Most other companies are too bureaucratic and
send you all over the place, expecting someone else to solve the problem. Thank you for taking
responsibility with your customers!

ANNA
JUMP ROPE TECHNOLOGIES

ShippingEasy is the quickest and easiest way to efficiently manage
online shipments. They have great customer service as well.

CLAY
DYNAMIC DISCS

The ability to customize the platform and shipping confirmation templates is a
huge plus for us, as well as the categorize feature, which we use to organize
and differentiate our wholesale orders from our retail orders.

CHERILYN
FAT AND THE MOON

We have been using ShippingEasy for over a year now. It’s easy to use & integrates with multiple channels seamlessly. I have
called a few times with some questions on how-to & always received a prompt follow-up & answer to my inquiry. I also
didn’t think the rates could get any better than Commercial, but when we had to upgrade to the $29/mo plan — I received
better rates on Priority & Express, which has paid for the service. They always offer great tips, up-to-date info & make it easy
for small business to save on shipping in every way possible.

MELANIE
THE LEOTARD BOUTIQUE
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ABOUT SHIPWIRE

Shipwire, a SaaS-based platform
from Ingram Micro Commerce &
Lifecycle Services, offers a
comprehensive order
management system that connects
merchants to an expansive global
network of warehouses, parcel
carriers, transportation and
ecommerce options. The
platform’s logistics infrastructure
supports B2B and B2C solutions
and enables fast order fulfillment,
inventory control and visibility, and
optimized supply chain solutions.
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Shipwire was also straightforward to integrate and use, which helped us
get new international customers while lowering our costs.

CRAIG DALTON
PRESIDENT AND CO-FOUNDER, DODOCASE

With Shipwire, we get a full service platform. We have an account manager
and a dedicated customer service representative. We’ve really grown together
as partners and learned things from each other. It’s been a great experience.

HESTON GREEN
DIRECTOR OF LOGISTICS, SOYLENT

Shipwire has built an API that is powerful and extremely easy to integrate. They understand that being a
Zoovy partner means that the needs of the customer come first and that timely accurate information and
support is a requirement. Sometimes transactions can go wrong and it’s how you respond that is
important. I can count on Shipwire to own the issue through resolution and ensure seller satisfaction.

BRIAN HORAKH
CEO, ZOOVY

I wasn't expecting so many B2B possibilities: warehouses, carrier options, light
freight, international shipping. Shipwire's flexibility has been refreshing. I want
to make Shipwire our only logistics partner for our worldwide business sales.

ALEXANDRE COLOT
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, MOBEE
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ABOUT SHIPCONSOLE

ShipConsole is the premier
solution for shipping execution
and management for Oracle. An
Oracle-validated solution,
ShipConsole provides multi-carrier
online shipping, label printing, and
shipment tracking. It also supports
instantaneous access to
proof-of-delivery documentation
and ship confirmation in Oracle
from a single, unified interface
enhancing productivity and
improving customer service.
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ShipConsole’s single user interface for integration with FedEx, UPS, Oracle E-Business Suite and
Oracle Transportation Management has helped streamline parcel shipping and improved
efficiency in our distribution centers. We have deployed ShipConsole in multiple warehouses
across the US, which was easy to do given its multi-org capability.

MANOJ KUMAR
ORACLE SYSTEMS MANAGER, ACCO BRANDS INC.

The ease of use has been the greatest benefit to our organization. We have become more
efficient in our outbound preparation and execution due to ShipConsole. Their implementation
team was readily available and brought effective solutions to the table. They truly are a valued
partner.

BILL STUEBNER
GLOBAL DIRECTOR OF SUPPLY CHAIN, ELKAY MANUFACTURING CO.

ShipConsole is easy to use and has been quickly adopted by our shipping
teams. A key benefit is our ability to add additional instances without tying up
a great deal of IT resources.

YAGGEL COHEN
ORACLE LOGISTICS CONSULTANT, CAESARSTONE

One of the big benefits for our users is not only that ShipConsole is a single
source of data access, but it also pulls in all related information that is needed
from Oracle.

DARREN YARDLEY
SR SOLUTIONS ARCHITECT FOR ERP, TEREX CORPORATION
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ABOUT SHIPJUNCTION

ShipJunction's platform integrates
best of breed enterprise class
technologies that they have used
to help build some of the leading
eCommerce companies. With
many years of experience in the
technology and logistics industries,
they are experts in software
development, warehouse, freight
and carrier management.
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We are very pleased that we went with ShipJunction to handle our mail order business. ShipJunction has
enabled us to provide better customer service by giving us total visibility of our packages in one easy to
understand screen and increase efficiencies (printing and packing) by using the custom Packing/Shipping
Form. Going with ShipJunction was one of best decision we made this year.

KAI MAN LIU
DIRECTOR OF IT, ELI'S CHEESECAKE COMPANY

Working with ShipJunction is quick, easy and got us great results. You are able to manipulate
your shipments on the fly to keep up with market demands whilst reducing issues and expenses.
We have used ShipJunction for over 5 years and I would recommend it to everyone.

JOHN SALVATORE
SENIOR DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS, NAPASTYLE

ShipJunction has tremendously helped us simplify our fulfillment processes and delivered a solution that addressed our
previous major challenges. We are now able to organize our orders for picking and production exactly how we want. By
automating the manual administrative steps in shipping and fulfillment, ShipJunction has allowed us to reassign those
newly freed up resources to increase output and accuracy. Finally, the key result is that we are now very confident about
being able to handle our growth projections as we are much more efficient with ShipJunction.

CHRIS LYNN
VICE PRESIDENT OF OPERATIONS, CHALKTALKSPORTS

We really cannot say enough about this software and accompanying service provided by the professionals at ShipJunction.
For the past 5 years we have looked at multiple ways to improve our e-commerce shipping operations while also reducing
our overall shipping spend; nothing comes close to the ability of ShipJunction to do both simultaneously. And I cannot
forget the intangibles here, working with the staff at ShipJunction is an absolute pleasure.

GRAHAM HEARD
DIRECTOR OF ECOMMERCE, BILLY REID
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ABOUT VEEQO

Veeqo is an all-in-one solution to
stock, ship and sell from your web
stores & marketplaces. With batch
courier label printing and
integrations with FedEx and Royal
Mail, you will save valuable time
without having to login to multiple
courier systems. With direct
integration to Shopify, Magento,
WooCommerce, Amazon and eBay
stores, Veeqo will import all your
inventory and orders and manage
them for you. Veeqo handles all
your inventory needs from the
cloud-based web app, including
purchase order management,
suppliers, transferring inventory
between warehouses and more.
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Veeqo has played a huge part in our development in the online retailing world. It has saved us
time and money by combining everything into one system. And avoids stock issues between our
Shopify & Amazon stores. We also use Veeqo to manage our suppliers and to create purchase
orders.

KASHMIRA PATEL
DIRECTOR, JURA WATCHES

An absolutely fantastic tool that streamlines our multi-channel sales process.
Inventory is always correct and shipping takes so little time its like having an
extra team member.

LEE SIMPSON
MOUNTAIN DOG

Veeqo is a fantastic software [that] works perfectly well with our online
channels. Accurately manages stock, links to all channels including eBay and
Amazon, simple to use and easy to manage.

JAMES LANGDALDE
MAIDENHEAD AQUATICS

Partnering with Veeqo enables us to provide a complete multichannel ecommerce package to our customers who operate
their own delivery vehicles – right from the initial order all the way through to final delivery. We’ve used the Veeqo API to
push orders ready for delivery into STREAM, our logistics and transport management software, and then update their
status in Veeqo through the planning and delivery stages. The API was straightforward to implement and any technical
questions were answered quickly by the Veeqo team.

DAVE PICKBURN
DIRECTOR, PROXIMITY
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ABOUT XPS SHIP

XPS Ship offers the best
eCommerce solutions in online
shipping for small businesses with
the lowest shipping rates. Their
free eCommerce software
integrates with all major
eCommerce shopping carts.
Quickly calculate shipping costs
using their multiple carrier
platform for discounted shipping
rates. XPS Ship integrates with Etsy,
Amazon, Shopify, Prestashop,
Magento, Bigcommerce, PayPal,
Quickbooks, Ebay, Woocommerce,
Netsuite, osCommerce, Volusion
and Custom API’s, offering the
cheapest way to ship.
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XPS is so user friendly and has the best rates! It is also free, so we don’t have to
pay a monthly fee as we have in the past with other shipping apps.

LIZ SCHWEIGERT
OWNER, RIVERBUCKS

I am so happy to have found XPS. They have great customer service and it is
such an easy platform to use and has considerably reduced the amount of
time I spend shipping, allowing me to focus on other tasks.

DARCY
OFFICE MANAGER, EPIGENETICS HEALING CENTER

What a seamless integration and I love the savings. I was already getting a little discount with
my e-commerce built-in shipping integration, but with XPS, I’m saving more and I have more
options. The integration was easy and the added features are extremely helpful. Thanks guys.

MARIBETH MOY
REVEALBRAND

Getting our program started with XPS was a breeze. We’ve been using XPS for a couple days and
love it! We get quicker delivery times, save money and can automatically provide better service
to our customers by sending the tracking information. We highly recommend using XPS.

CAMI BOND
INSIDE SALES MANAGER, DARRAN
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ABOUT ZENKRAFT

Zenkraft is an award-winning
technology company that builds
Salesforce applications for
shipping. Zenkraft has applications
for FedEx, UPS and USPS allowing
you to process shipments,
generate labels and track packages
using Chatter.
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Featured Testimonials

Zenkraft saves the shipping department over 7 man hours per day
when creating labels and shipments.

AIDAN FOWLER
LEAD SALESFORCE DEVELOPER, LUXURY GARAGE SALE

With Zenkraft, we have been able to increase efficiency by 3-4 times and
streamlined our processes. We will be using it for a long time to come.

JOSH BEILER
EQUIPTER

Zenkraft has helped free up an immense amount of time which we used to
spend individually tracking drop shipped packages. Customer service is
second to none, we highly recommend Zenkraft.

CRAIG DUNLAP
PARTNER, MEYER DUNLAP

Zenkraft's integration between Salesforce and FedEx is integral to our
business. We are more efficient and can serve more people because of our use
of Zenkraft.

WENDY URBAN
BOARD DIRECTOR, MITZVAH CIRCLE FOUNDATION
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